If Alfred Nobel had lived today!

International Day of Forests - Highlights
Alfred Nobel House Björkborn, Karlskoga, Sweden

"If Alfred Nobel had lived today, I'm sure that in his last will, he would have chosen to also award groundbreaking achievements for sustainable development."
Governor Maria Larsson, Chair of Alfred Nobel Björkborn Foundation

"UNDP is often called the custodian of the Sustainable Development Goals SDG. Now we know from the Peoples’ Climate Vote that the forests are number one in their choices for solutions for the future."
Eri Yamasumi, UNDP

"To achieve SDG, society has to accept efforts might pay in decades. Consumers drive engagement for sustainability. It will be essential to involve them in communication."
Jörg Zipprick, Journalist

"Food is a key to the future for over 300 million people who live in forests."
Cyril Rouquet-Prevost,
See his Forest Food video - 6 minutes with this [LINK](#) to recipes.

"We have to come to an agreement with nature. Man cannot control nature."
Anders Oskal, Secretary General, World Association of Reindeer Herders.
Anneli Lyckeborn, director of Alfred Nobel House Björkborn hugging a birchtree. Björkborn means Birchtree Path

Linn Heed and Pelle Agorelius with Alfred Nobel